
Offering sophisticated cosmopolitan living in the heart of

Dar es Salaam, “175 Msasani” is situated in the heart of the most up and 

coming suburb of Dar, Msasani. Swiftly being dubbed the newest centre 

for upmarket accommodation within city limits, Msasani is ideally 

located for a safe and picturesque environment to live in.

Located only 500 metres from the shores of the Indian Ocean,

the apartments boast fantastic views and a pleasant sea breeze that can 

negate even the most fierce of Tanzanian summer days. Surrounded on 

two sides by the most affluent areas in Dar, Oysterbay and Masaki, the 

Msasani peninsula offers a myriad of shopping and dining options. 

Numerous shopping centers, lively cafes, health centers and the best 

restaurants in town are located in the surrounding areas and ensure that 

one never has to travel far to entertain themselves. 

Ideally located less than ten kilometers from the city center, tenants of 

175 Msasani can be assured of skipping the harshest effects of

Dar es Salaam’s omnipresent heavy traffic conditions, while still being 

on the beautiful side of Selander bridge and living in idyllic conditions. 

The quality, fully furnished 3 bedroom apartments are built to exacting 

standards by the leading company in complete housing solutions,

JV Developers Ltd. This architecturally designed building focuses on 

functionality and style, providing true city living in comfort and luxury 

while offering the safety and security of living in an apartment building. 

The finishes and fittings are of the highest quality, complemented

beautifully by the colors and interior design.

Offering one stop solutions for complete mortgage financing and

registration of titles, JV Developers is Tanzania’s most efficient solution 

for home buyers who value convenience and demand exceptional

service. JV is determined to please and possibly astonish customers in 

terms of the quality of service and ease of the entire transaction.

The extremely limited number of units available and the unbelievably 

low selling price being put on the market ensures that this is an

opportunity not to be missed in Dar es Salaams finest residential inner 

city apartment address. 

New Age Cosmopolitan living in style


